Ity of distinguish-Whitehead, Burgers (8) proposes that the Jy from history or classic problem of teleology has not realextreme, the in-ly been solved, despite the fact that it Ldopt sociological was discarded by modern science in faxchange" makes vor of material and linear causality. The yuish cultural an-difficulty with linear causality is that it logy or econom-cannot determine causes of events that occur, in part, because of precedents ion constitutes a built into the structure of the phenome-,is that is com-na. Forexample, theformationofacrysdisappearance of tal is caused by the molecular anticipar of ethnology tion of crystallization, which is triggered ety. As such so-by an assortment of external factors. But d into self-con-how can one predict exactly when a crysroups, or classes, tal will form if it is not possible, except in science becomes laboratory situations where human will nerates counter-and purpose intervene, to specify when it use semantical these triggering factors will appear or approaches in or-become effective? More cogently, how tism but that also Dm art, and leads Dr. Bennett is a professor of anthropology and has subject matter to served two terms as chairman of the Department of 2) lnterhuman activity. In the social dimension, the relations between people are expressed by structural diagrams and reciprocities of behavior. Mental constructs from 1 may or may not define 28 MAY 1976 the parameters of these interhuman rela- There are many minor differences (see below) at the present stage of refine-
